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TAGLINE
What does it take to express yourself? The surprising and moving story of Madonna’s most famous troupe of
dancers.
LOGLINE
In 1990, seven young male dancers - 6 gay, 1 straight - joined Madonna on her most controversial tour. On stage
and in the iconic film Truth or Dare they showed the world how to express yourself. Now, 25 years later, they
reveal the truth about life during and after the tour. Strike a Pose is a dramatic tale about overcoming shame and
finding the courage to be who you are.

ABOUT STRIKE A POSE - SYNOPSIS

Jose Xtravaganza

In 1990, seven young dancers joined pop star Madonna on her most controversial world tour. Wild, talented and
barely twenty, the dancers set out on the trip of a lifetime. Their journey was captured in Truth or Dare, one of the
highest-grossing documentaries ever. As a self-proclaimed mother to her six gay dancers plus straight Oliver,
Madonna used the film to take a stand on gay rights, freedom of expression and the fight against AIDS. Madonna’s
flamboyant dancers became icons of sexual freedom, inspiring people all over the world to be who you are.
At the height of the AIDS epidemic and in the aftermath of the conservative Reagan era, Truth or Dare introduced
audiences to fun-loving, bold and larger-than-life gay characters. The film was ground-breaking, featuring two guys
kissing passionately during the famous Truth or Dare scene. Madonna, determined to push the envelope, defended
the film ferociously: “If you keep putting something in people’s faces, eventually, maybe they can come to terms
with it.” The message stuck: even today, the dancers receive thank-you letters from people around the world
recalling how the film changed their lives.
Although they were pivotal to Madonna’s message, the dancers weren't living it. In fact, Gabriel wasn’t
proud of being gay at all. After failing to persuade Madonna to cut out the kissing scene that would ‘out’ him to his
family and friends, he filed a lawsuit against her. A few years later, the 26-year-old died of AIDS, a disease that
had shamed him into silence. And Gabriel wasn’t the only one: Carlton – big, bold and the only dancer who was
trusted to lift up the pop icon – was HIV-positive and almost collapsed under the secret that he was carrying on
tour. Years of faking and lying distort his life to this day. A third dancer is still hiding an important part of himself
and now finally wants to open up.
In Strike a Pose, we encounter the dancers on a new journey. For the first time they tell us how hard it has been to
live the liberated life they were promoting on stage. Their incredible stories reveal how fear of other people’s
judgment holds us back and how hard it is to accept yourself when you feel different. Twenty-five years after the
tour and the film that marked pop and gay culture as much as their own lives, the dancers, their dramatic stories
and their fierce moves inspire us once again. What does it really take to express yourself?
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CTM DOCS
With our documentaries we aim to reveal what otherwise will remain hidden. We strive to make films that move,
shock or motivate; that reveal universal truth in individual human stories. In short, we want our films to move you.
To achieve this, we develop a clear strategy for each film. This means that in this fast changing industry, we
actively seek new possibilities to create, finance and distribute our documentaries. We are constantly looking for the
right mix of artistic vision and international commercial potential. CTM Docs stems from the collaboration
between Denis Wigman and Rosan Boersma, and it combines over thirty years of experience with zeal and
ambition. CTM Docs works closely together with Marijn Wigman from CTM Films. CTM Docs & Films are part of
the CTM Group, which operates in the industries of music publishing, artist management as well as in the fields of
music, TV and film production.
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DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT

By Ester Gould & Reijer Zwaan
We both remember seeing Truth or Dare as teenagers in a Dutch cinema. The concert footage was a trip to watch –
Rolling Stone named The Blond Ambition Tour the Greatest Concert of the 1990s – but the backstage footage of
Madonna and her male dancers was what made the film truly groundbreaking. The dancers were loud, outspoken
and above all: a range of striking characters. Part of Truth or Dare’s impact is the result of Madonna’s great hand
in casting.
Ever since we first saw Truth or Dare, we’ve always wondered what happened to the seven dancers who made such
an impression on both of us. We were touched by the film's message and underlying themes: homage to freedom
and love, an invitation to break grounds, to bond with others by creating your own family. For Reijer, it was his
first encounter with gay culture too. Ester was just as impressed by Madonna’s breaking down of the boundaries
between masculinity and femininity, sex and religion, race and gender. With the years came a better understanding
of how political the film actually was.
When we started looking for the dancers on the Internet, we found that we were definitely not the only ones whose
lives have been influenced by the film. So many people have 'felt' it: that they expressed a freedom to be who you
are and not care what others think of that. And all of this at the height of the AIDS epidemic, when widespread
fear made it not an easy time at all to be ‘different’. That’s when we realized that there might be a bigger story to
tell.
In the summer of 2014 we travelled to the United States to meet the individual dancers. We were blown away by
their strong personalities and deeply touched by their stories about life during and after the tour. Each of them has
gone through hardship - in different ways they have struggled with pride, shame and self-doubt - but they’ve all
come out stronger. Their passion for dance remained: their bodies never failed them. While the film is story-driven,
we chose to add more abstract, poetic dance scenes to underline how dance is one of the most direct forms of selfexpression.
For us, the film is more than a reflection on an important period in pop and gay culture or a story about early
stardom. It’s an ode to non-conformism: daring to be yourself is a lifelong challenge, precisely because we all want
to belong.
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